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NEW QUESTION: 1
You upgrade three computers from Windows 8.1 to Windows 10 as
shown in the following table.
The in-place upgrade settings used to perform the upgrade are
shown in the following table.
After the upgrade, you perform the following actions on each
computer:
For each of the following statements, select Yes if the
statement is true. Otherwise, select No.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Reference:
https://www.infoworld.com/article/3033806/how-to-roll-back-your
-windows-10-upgrade.html

NEW QUESTION: 2
Ferris Plastics, Inc. is a medium sized company, with an
enterprise network (access, distribution and core switches)
that provides LAN connectivity from user PCs to corporate
servers. The distribution switches are configured to use HSRP
to provide a high availability solution.
* DSW1 -primary device for VLAN 101 VLAN 102 and VLAN 105
* DSW2 - primary device for VLAN 103 and VLAN 104
* A failure of GigabitEthemet1/0/1 on primary device should
cause the primary device to release its status as the primary
device, unless GigabitEthernet1/0/1 on backup device has also
failed.
Troubleshooting has identified several issues. Currently all
interfaces are up. Using the running configurations and show
commands, you have been asked to investigate and respond to the
following question.

What is the priority value of the VLAN 105 HSRP group on DSW2?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following combinations of conditions is most
likely a red flag for fraud?
A. Hiring an employee with a prior fraud conviction and yearly
management review.
B. The practice of surprise audits and the implementation of an
employee support program.
C. Occasional accounting department overrides and
discontinuation of the anonymous fraud hotline due to
infrequent use.
D. A veteran employee in upper management experiencing
financial difficulties and recently implemented enhanced
controls.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following features does Python support? (Multiple
choice)
A. Inheritance
B. Multiple inheritance
C. Heavy load
D. Derived
Answer: A,B,C,D
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